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1 October 2021 

To Whom It May Concern 

FPSA 2021 LOCAL ELECTION MANIFESTO AND PRESS RELEASE 

Federal Party SA – FPSA is not an established party, which pays much attention to detail policy currently. Therefor, focus is 
on high level planning to change an old system, which does not work primarily for South Africans first. 

A slogan for the coming elections is *Divide Municipal Funds*. We think dividing municipal funds into different ward bank 
accounts will bring money closer to the people with a good effect. Much money was stolen from central municipal bank 
accounts, which will not happen if municipal budgets are decentralized. Added to that, FPSA promotes improving service 
delivery. Candidates who are voted in will focus on better service delivery of all fields, whilst respecting the ideas Truth 
(objective correspondence) and Love (unconditionally not-doing evil to all (universal) like selves do not want evil done to). 

Apart from the above, first priority is to inform voters, when they vote for FPSA they vote to change the system from 
Democratic Imperialism to Democratic Self-Determination. Democratic Imperialism is a system, which gives all the power to 
EITHER liberals OR to conservatives in ONE state everywhere. Democratic Self-Determination gives self-determination to 
liberals AND conservatives in SEPARATE regions. The regions are becoming smaller as time progresses. To comprehend better 
what is meant, it helps to visualize current examples of Democratic Imperialism and Democratic Self-Determination. 
Apartheid was a system of Democratic Imperialism, because it gave all the power to conservative whites, browns and blacks, 
everywhere. They did not respect liberals, therefor the system changed. Universal suffrage was granted, during a peaceful 
transition, but unfortunately now, power is at liberal blacks, browns and whites, everywhere. They do not respect 
conservatives of all folks. Liberals are given all the power because of the multilingual system everywhere, which makes all 
South Africans English. Current examples of Democratic Self-Determination are Switzerland and the United States of America 
(USA). In Switzerland conservatives have self-determination in unilingual areas and liberals have self-determination in 
multilingual areas. In the USA liberals have self-determination in blue Democrat areas and conservatives in red Republican 
areas. The economies of Switzerland and the USA work well because liberal works and conservative works function well, 
because liberals and conservatives self-determine in SEPARATE regions. Any one may choose to live anywhere if s/he respects 
the laws of the region. Liberals do for example trading and conservatives do for example manufacturing. Most policies can be 
inferred from this system change, which must take place and for which people will vote if they vote for FPSA. 

The change proposed by FPSA is a system change and therefor FPSA must garner more than 50% of the votes. In the 
meantime, whilst 50% of the votes does not realize, candidates voted in during local elections, will approach premiers of 
provinces to call referenda, to have voters vote for liberal multilingual or conservative unilingual areas, in order for a 
balanced economy and society. 

 

The leaders. 


